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California changes so far:
Warmer, less snow, more flammable

• California now significantly warmer than during early 20th century

• Mountain snowpack now detectably decreasing; snow lines increasing

• Large increase in wildfire size/severity
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A wetter and drier future?

Large increase in both wet & dry extremes                                                        
despite little mean precip change!

Increase in very wet years Increase in “whiplash”

Swain et al. 2018

Increase in very dry years
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Increasing California precipitation extremes 

• Large projected increase in regional precipitation variability
• Asymmetric change in precipitation distribution:           

larger increase in wet extremes vs. dry extremes

Change in frequency of  extremes near Los Angeles
(Swain 2019)

Large increase in “precipitation whiplash”
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Changing character of  precipitation 
in a warming world

• Global mean precip increases ~2-3% per degree C
• Extreme precip magnitude increases 5-10% per degree C (!)
• Extreme precip frequency increases by >>10% per degree C (!!)

Adapted from
Pendergrass et al. 2017



Case study: wild swings 
between drought and flood at Oroville

Lake Oroville, September 2015 Oroville Dam, February 2017

“Too few” atmospheric rivers “Too many” atmospheric rivers

Xingying Huang, 2018
Daniel Swain, 2015

• Weather/climate did not “cause” crisis. However…

• Extreme atmospheric river storm turned an engineering issue (failure of  
primary spillway) into crisis (headward erosion on emergency spillway)

• Historical warming increased Oroville inflows by ~30%.                            
What about the future? (Huang et al. 2018 (runoff), Swain et al. 2018 (precip) )
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An (even) shorter, (even) sharper rainy season

• Drying trends in autumn & (especially) spring, strongest south

• Further “narrowing” of  rainy season (w/modestly wetter winters)

• Key implications: wildfire risk, snowpack, ecosystem stresses, agriculture

Swain et al. 2018
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Changes in mean vs. variability, north vs. south

• Modest change in mean winter precip statewide, but possible slight increase

• On annual basis, avg changes small (slightly negative south, positive north)

• Substantial, robust increase in variability statewide, even within winter!

Swain et al. 2018
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A paradox: simultaneously increasing 
water scarcity and overabundance

Large changes in non-mean precipitation characteristics

Persad et al. 2020

• Less autumn/spring precipitation, but more winter precipitation

• More precipitation on fewer days, with more intense (but fewer?) storms

• Dramatically less snowpack, but more evaporation

• All of  this put together = increased risk of  drought and flood
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California’s “Other Big One”:
Month-long atmospheric river deluge

• California “great floods” have occurred every ~200 years 
• Modern day repeat would be disastrous for California
• Greater than 50% risk of  an 1862-level in next ~40 years (!)

San Francisco Chronicle

Cumulative likelihood of  “1862-like” eventDowntown Sacramento, Jan 1862

Swain et al. 2018
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Stronger, moister atmospheric river storms

• Substantial increase in atmospheric river strength due to climate 
change, mainly due to warming-driven increase in atmospheric 
moisture. Occurrence of  historically “unprecedented” events.

Water vapor transport during extreme atmospheric river storms
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25-50+% increase in most intense downpours

• Absolute increases largest over Sierra Nevada western slopes, but 
relative changes largest over Central Valley and on SN lee side

• Increase in maximum precipitation intensity even greater than for 
event totals virtually everywhere. Flash flood and debris flow risks?

Change in precipitation during most intense portion of  storm 
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Dramatic AR warming

• Future ARs warm by as much as 
+5F

• Strongest warming over interior and 
higher mountains

• Warming during extreme ARs is 
actually substantially less than mean 
cool-season warming (which 
exceeds +6-8F over mountains in 
this scenario)Daniel Swain
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Non-stationary IVT-precip relationships

• Orographic precipitation efficiency 
(precip/IVT ratio) decreases

• Non-orographic precipitation 
efficiency increases

• Major implications for future:
• More even mountain-valley precip

distributions?
• Amplified runoff/flood risk in historically 

drier regions (CV, Sierra lee side)?
• Divergence of  impacts from AR-Cat scale 

using historical relationships? 
Daniel Swain
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Precip efficiency change



California flood risk looms large in warming climate

• Climate change likely to increase risk broadly, but CA is a hotspot

• Widespread/deep inundation possible in highly populated areas

• How, exactly, will flood protection infrastructure fare in a “megastorm?”
• Not just mainstem rivers, but urban tributaries?
• Dam structural problems: low probability but high consequence events

20th century vs. warmer future “100 year flood” footprint

Swain et al. 2020
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ARkStorm 2.0: a new and improved extreme 
flood scenario for 21st century California

• ARkStorm 1.0: California-wide “megastorm” planning exercise

• ARkStorm 2.0 aims: factor in climate change, scientific advances of  past 
decade, and lessons learned during Oroville/pandemic

• Project status: Initial simulations underway! But funding & hydrologic 
collaborators still needed—reach out directly if  interested!

Huang et al. 2020 Collaborators include:
Daniel Swain (UCLA)

Xingying Huang (UCSB)
Dale Cox (USGS)

Christine Albano (DRI)
Maureen McCarthy (DRI)

Mike Anderson (DWR)
Kathy Schaefer (UC Davis)

Among many others!
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To cope with increasing extremes, 
flexible adaptations will be key

• Physical reality: increase in both precip intensity and overall aridity, 
dramatic loss of  snowpack, longer & more intense fire seasons

• Can we mitigate flood & drought risk simultaneously, all while offering 
environmental co-benefits? FloodMAR, floodplain expansion, etc.

• It’s becoming abundantly clear that historical paradigms and 
management practices aren’t going to cut it in 21st century.

Yolo Bypass (in flood) near Sacramento
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Closing thoughts
• Climate change has arrived, and California is already a different place 

than when 20th century policies & infrastructure were developed.

• Plausible trajectory: warmer year round w/much less snow, more 
intense but less frequent storms, and narrowing wet season. 

• Recent evidence strongly suggests rising flood risk in CA looms large, 
despite recent (& understandable) focus on drought and wildfire.

• Physical science suggests that we will need to be flexible in face of  
increasing extremes. We won’t always be able to build our way out of  
challenges in a warming climate.Daniel Swain
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Thank you! Questions?
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